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Europe, an informal settlement in Gugulethu, Cape Town is underserved both in terms of basic 
services, infrastructure and public space. The settlement experiences severe winter flooding 
due to a lack of drainage has no formal sewer system and access to potable water is available 
at a rate of only 1 tap per 40 households.

This project questions how to solve the service requirements of the area whilst aiming to 
address the need for positive public space within the settlement and puts forth that sustainable 
urban infrastructure should be developed with communities to improve environments.

The proposed solution is an infrastructural public space system that stretches from a key 
intersection (located at the watershed) within the settlement along the main pedestrian access 
route to Klipfontein Road.

The intervention comprises two new paved plazas that both gather water and act as public 
spaces that connect to a pedestrian walkway that functions as a stormwater channel.

The location of the new plaza spaces builds upon existing civic energy within the informal 
settlement and begins to create a new town square that can accommodate gatherings, events 
and play. Future upgrades to the pharmacy site will enforce this publicness by creating space 
that is open, active and dignified within the informal settlement.
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Completion date March 2022. A project 
funded and delivered by Rotary 
International in partnership with the 
Rotary clubs of Noon Gun, Newlands 
and Weert.

Project team: 

Funders: Rotary Club of Weert, Rotary 
Club of Newlands and Rotary Club of 
Noon Gun
Sponsors: Penbev, Corobrik, Just Trees, 
Cipla Foundation (with funding for 
phase 2) 
Local NGO suport: Africa Unite 

Landscape Architect: Amy Thompson - 
Yes& Studio 
Architects: Claire du Trevou and Jackie 
James
Engineers: Ben Biggs and Duane 
Petersen - JG Afrika
Project co-cordination: 
Tony Davidson 
Contractors: Songezo “Social” Nonzinzi 
- Kuhle Quality Construction
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The site showed:
 

Showcase sensitive informal 
settlement upgrade
Demonstrate that public space 
and infrastructural projects can be 
combined to create positive 
spaces for people. 
Highlight the need to fund similar 
projects
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